Made in JAPAN

Healthcare professional friendly design

I.B. Medical Shield
Shield does not obstruct your view – distortion free and optically clear.
Easily adjustable frame with back strap.

Features

☆Shield covers the area around the ears to protect the sides from splashes.
☆Offers clear visibility without distortion.
☆Anti-static treatment prevents dust from easily attaching to shield.
☆Enough space secured even with glasses and mask on.
☆Size-adjustable frame and strap, from general size S to LL.
☆ Light with a total weight of 50g.

Instruction Manual

Assembly Part
Shield

Frame

Holes ① to ⑤

Strap
Mask Ear Loop Hooks

Foam (forehead cushion)

Forehead Frame
Center Post

Small

Retaining Hook

Large

Pack Contents
Name

Size in mm

Shield
Frame
Strap

Materials
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), antistatic agent

No. per pack

Polyolefin elastomer
EPT sponge

5
5 each

5

Polyacetal (POM / N / BK)

Foam (L & S)

50X8X3 (S) 50X20X3(L)

Assembly Directions
1. Attach one side of shield holes by pushing
over side frame posts ① and ②.
(This makes it easier to position the shield
over the center post and fit it in hole ③)
Frame Posts

5

* Shields can be purchased separately.

2. While holding the frame and center post with 2 fingers,
3. Hooks are provided on the side
attach the other side of shield holes by pushing
of the frame for mask ear loops.
Please use them if needed.
over side posts ④ and ⑤.
(Pulling the edge of the shield a little while attaching makes it easier)
Ensure that all 5 posts of frame are attached securely to the shield.
Mask Ear Loop Hooks

Center Post
Shield Holes

◆ Apply self adhesive foam
to forehead frame

There are two types of foam, large and small.
Please choose the one that suits you.

◆ Attach the strap

◆ Wear it with other equipment.

Insert the retaining hooks in the strap slits.
There are 5 slits on each side for adjustment.

You can wear it with glasses on.

Retaining Hook

Precautions

Strap

1) The frame and shield are disposable.
2) If the shield becomes scratched or smudged,
it may cause accidents from poor visibility.
Replace it with a new one accordingly.
3) This product aims to protect the face as much as possible
from fine dust and droplet dispersion.
Please be aware that it does not protect
the wearer’ s eyes and body from damage.

4) Do not attempt to disassemble or modify.
5) Take care when handling shield as edges all around
are thin and may cause scratches to the skin.
6) To undo the strap, hold one end as you detach
the other end from the frame.
Then hold the other hook and strap as you detach.
7) When replacing the shield, please use the same genuine product.
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